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2016 Mid Hill Pinot Noir Story 
   
The Mid Hill Pinot Noir wine style was conceived by applying the old-world 
winegrowing adage of the greatest wines are grown in the middle of the slope. 
The reason being that the middle of the slope has the ideal aspect to the sun 
and ideally balanced soils while the top of the slope is too steep and thin soiled 
and the bottom of the slope too flat and heavy soiled.  
 
For us here at Rock Ferry, to create the very best Pinot Noir we can make, we 
have applied this winegrowing adage to our Trig Hill Vineyard in Bendigo, 
Central Otago where the Mid and Hill blocks within Trig Hill perfectly fit these 
criteria. We have selected 10 rows of the Dijon 115, 777 and Abel clones from 
these two blocks which are meticulously managed to achieve the utmost quality 
and be the source for the Mid Hill Pinot Noir. 
 
The grapes are hand harvested to small picking bins to deliver to the winery in 
perfect condition but still put over the sorting table to ensure nothing, but 
perfect fruit is processed. Simple, traditional winemaking techniques are 
employed including natural fermentation and maturation in top quality French 
oak to preserve the inherent qualities of the fruit. 
 
For a wine we have spent so much effort in crafting we wanted to package it in 
the appropriate way. We selected cork as the closure to allow for the controlled 
bottle maturation process cork uniquely provides and a durable bottle to house 
this precious liquid. We then set about selecting a label to reflect the 
winegrowing journey undertaken to create this special wine.  
 
Pinot Noir loving New Zealand artist John Reynolds was introduced to Rock Ferry 
owner Tom Hutchison by Rock Ferry’s NZ distributor Daniel Kemp and a special 
collaboration was born. John’s artwork Headmap Footage #14 was eventually selected and utilised for the 
wine label as the ideal reflection of the Mid Hill winegrowing story. However the size of the artwork itself 
was too large to reproduce on a single bottle so four details of the artwork were chosen by John.  
 

Having four different labels for our 2016 Mid Hill Pinot Noir has allowed us to 
package the sequentially numbered wines into a bespoke 4-pack case and has 
provided us the opportunity to offer to art and wine lovers alike a beautifully 
packaged wine, meticulously crafted, representing the very best of our Rock Ferry 
range of wines. 

 
         

Left: Rock Ferry Owner Tom Hutchison in front of Headmap Footage #14 by Richard 
Briggs.  Right: Bottle shot by Jim Tannock. 


